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ABSTRACT
Many applications can benefit from ubiquitous availability
of multicast delivery. Unfortunately IP multicast coverage
on the Internet is spotty at best, limited to individual campuses and a handful of service providers. In response to the
slow deployment of IP multicast, a number of end-host multicast mechanisms have been developed. End-host multicast
lowers the deployment barrier of multicast technology by
moving multicast functionality from routers to hosts. Their
performance, however, cannot be as good as that of native
IP multicast.
We present a framework called Universal Multicast (UM)
which integrates end-host multicast with deployed IP multicast islands to achieve ubiquitous multicast delivery. We
intend UM to be a general framework that can work with
various end-host multicast protocol to build dynamic unicast tunnels to connect IP-multicast enabled “islands.” The
design of UM takes full advantage of deployed IP multicast where available and utilizes end-host multicast where
needed. An important feature of the UM design is to allow
multiple connecting points per IP multicast island. In this
paper we show that when an IP multicast island is large
in size, having multiple connecting points can significantly
speed up packet delivery and reduce traffic concentration.

1.

INTRODUCTION

IP multicast [6] can provide efficient data delivery to potentially large number of destinations. However, since its
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deployment imposes dependency on routers, full deployment
has been long in coming. Today’s Internet only has spotty
IP multicast deployment, within individual campuses and
a handful of service providers. Alternate approaches to
multicast delivery have been proposed, e.g., Source-Specific
Multicast [11], Simple Multicast [14], REUNITE [16] and
Hop-By-Hop Multicast [5]. While these approaches generally make improvements or simplifications to some aspects
of IP multicast, they do not remove router dependency that
forms the major hurdle to widespread IP multicast deployment. An alternative to router-dependent multicast is to let
end-hosts form a multicast group to replicate and forward
packets on behalf of the group. A number of end-host multicast mechanisms have been developed over the last few
years, e.g., [13, 15, 10, 2, 4, 1, 8]. Deployment of endhost multicast can be performed by end users or even automatically by application codes. End-host multicast reduces
the scaling concern associated with IP multicast since under end-host multicast routers do not need to maintain any
multicast state. However, doing multicast at end hosts does
incur some performance penalty. End hosts do not generally
have access to routing information, thus building a multicast
overlay network requires hosts to take end-to-end measurements to infer network delay or bandwidth metrics. Routing
in end-host multicast is thus inherently less efficient.1
In [18], we propose a Universal Multicast (UM) framework that integrates end-host multicast and deployed IP
multicast. UM uses an end-host multicast protocol to build
dynamic unicast tunnels by connecting IP-multicast enabled
“islands.” Within each island, native IP multicast is used for
internal multicast delivery. One or more Designated Members (DMs) are elected to be responsible for inter-island tunnels. Multiple DMs per IP multicast island can speed up
packet delivery and reduce traffic concentration, especially
when the IP multicast island is large in size. The use of multiple DMs per IP multicast island is, however, not straight
forward, as IP multicast was not designed to take into account the use of end-host multicast for inter-island communication, nor was any end-host multicast protocol designed
to work with large IP-multicast islands. In this paper we
present an intra-island multiple-DM management protocol
called Host Group Management Protocol (HGMP). HGMP
deals with problems such as how to dynamically elect DMs
and how multiple DMs can collaborate to load balance and
forward packets.
1

A more thorough review of related works in end-host multicast is available in [18]. See [17] for discussions on the
performance drawbacks of end-host multicast protocols.
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Table 1: Analogy between IP Multicast and Universal Multicast

2.

UNIVERSAL MULTICAST OVERVIEW

The purpose of Universal Multicast is to provide ubiquitous best-effort multicast delivery service. Similar to IP
multicast, UM is not a single protocol but rather a set of
components operating at various levels of the network protocol stack (see Table 1). One key difference between IP
multicast and UM is that while IP multicast requires administrative management of its network infrastructure, UM is
largely self-organized. UM design is not confined to the use
of any particular end-host multicast protocol, rather, it can
accommodate most multicast routing protocols. The first
design criterion of UM is to preserve end-host multicast’s deployability, which means that the service should not require
support from routers, servers, tunnel end-points, or operating systems. The second design criterion is to be compatible
with IP multicast. UM supports the IP multicast service
model and automatically uses IP multicast where available.
Applications using Universal Multicast send and receive native IP multicast packets. The third design criterion is to be
open to future deployment of network support, such as enabling IP multicast routers and deploying dedicated servers.
The system should automatically take advantage of these
network supports where available.

2.1 End-host Multicast Requirements
While the UM framework is not tied to any particular
end-host multicast protocol, its design does assume a certain end-host multicast architecture as exemplified by the
Host Multicast Tree Protocol (HMTP) [18]. In particular,
in designing the UM framework, we assume that an IPmulticast “island” is a network of any size that supports
IP multicast. It can be a wide area network, a campus
network, an Ethernet segment, or just a single host. The
boundary of an island is the furthest extent an IP multicast
packet can travel in the network. Within each island, one
or more group members are elected as Designated Members
(DMs). Each DM runs a daemon program (UM agent) in
user space to provide all UM functionalities, which include
running an end-host multicast protocol to build inter-island
unicast tunnels. Application data sent over UM is encapsulated and sent from island to island over these tunnels. A
DM extracts encapsulated tunneled packets and sends them
into its local island by IP multicast. It also encapsulates IP
multicast packets generated by local hosts for forwarding to
other islands. Fig. 1 shows the structure of a sample UM
group.
We also assume that each UM group is associated with
a rendezvous host and a group number. The combination
of rendezvous host’s address and the group number is called
group identifier (GID), which uniquely identifies a UM group
globally. To join a UM group, a member obtains the GID
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Figure 1: A Universal Multicast group, with single
DM in each island and a shared-tree for inter-island
routing
in an offline manner. For a new member residing in an island without existing members, the rendezvous helps bootstrap the new member into the inter-island overlay. The
rendezvous host keeps information such as the end-host multicast protocol in use; it also keeps protocol-specific information such as a partial list of current members or the root
of the group shared-tree. The rendezvous host in UM is
not involved in packet forwarding, hence its location does
not have a significant impact on UM’s performance. The
end-host multicast protocols Hypercast [12], Narada [4], and
Yoid [8] all satisfy these architectural requirements.
Finally we assume the existence of a well-known multicast
session directory within each IP multicast island [9]. To ensure IP multicast compatibility, a native IP multicast group,
DATA GROUP, is used for data dissemination within each
island. A local DM maps a GID to a local DATA GROUP
and announces it to the local multicast session directory.
The operation of this and other functionalities of the DMs
is described in the remainder of this paper.

3. HOST GROUP MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL (HGMP)
HGMP specifies how a DM is dynamically elected and
how multiple DMs of the same island cooperate with each
other. We first discuss the simple scenario where one island
has only a single DM, then we extend the discussion to the
case of multiple DMs per island.

3.1 Single Designated Member
It makes no difference to the end-host multicast protocol
used for inter-island multicast delivery whether a member
host is an isolated host or is serving as a DM for an IPmulticast island. The question is how group members residing on an island recognize each other and elect a DM among
themselves.

3.1.1 End-Hosts Only
When a host joins a UM group G, it first checks the local well-known group directory for an announcement for G.
If no such announcement is present, it assumes the role of
the local DM for G. It then creates two new IP multicast
groups locally, DATA GROUP and ASSERTION GROUP,
associates them with G, and announces the mappings to the
local well-known multicast group directory (see Fig. 2).

Agent:
check the group directory;
if (G is NOT in the group directory){
// becomes the DM
create DATA GROUP and ASSERTION GROUP;
announce G in the group directory;
send assertion message;
run inter-island routing protocol;
}
else {
// just be a normal member
join ASSERTION GROUP;
}
Application:
join DATA GROUP;

Figure 2: Join Group G (Single-DM Model)
The DM of a group G periodically sends ASSERTION
messages to G’s ASSERTION GROUP. All members of G
must continuously listen to G’s ASSERTION GROUP. When
all applications running on the host acting as a DM for group
G are no longer interested in G, the DM sends a QUIT
message to the ASSERTION GROUP of G.2 When current
members of G receive the DM’s QUIT message, or after
missing the DM’s ASSERTION messages for a number of
periods, they elect a new DM by scheduling their own ASSERTION messages to be sent out after a random delay.
The first member to send out its ASSERTION message becomes the new DM, and others cancel the sending of their
ASSERTION messages. A tie can be resolved by picking the
member with the smallest IP address.
To reduce packet loss during change of DM, the old DM
continues to forward packets after sending its QUIT message
for a short period of time. To ensure smooth transition to
a new DM, each ASSERTION message carries information
on inter-island routing (e.g., the parent and children nodes
on the end-host multicast tree). With this information, a
new DM can quickly establish the necessary tunnels to other
islands and re-create the inter-island multicast tree if the
current DM crashes. ASSERTION messages are sent out
at a faster rate than the group advertisement rate to speed
up detection of crashed DM. This explains why we use a
separate ASSERTION GROUP for each multicast group G
instead of simply relying on the cessation of advertisements
on the group directory to detect crashed DM.
One enhancement to the basic DM election mechanism is
to favor hosts that have more resources. Each host has a priority computed as a function of its resources. This priority
is included in the ASSERTION message. A message with
higher priority always wins over, or suppresses, a message
with lower priority, regardless of the messages’ relative sent
order. Thus a host with Ethernet connection can take over
the role of DM from a current DM with a dial-up connection. However beware that too many priority levels could
lead to many DM changes as members join and leave the
2
We design for a DM to quit the end-host multicast group
when there are no longer any co-hosted applications to remove a disincentive host owners may have to become a DM.
Depending on implementation, a DM could be configured
upon startup to continue serving an island even in the absence of co-hosted applications, thereby reducing service disruption due to changing of the DM (see for example the
dedicated server scenario in the subsequent subsection).

multicast group. Hence we stipulate the use of only a small
number of priority levels, e.g., based only on DMs’ type of
access technology.

3.1.2 Dedicated Server
Using normal hosts as DM is necessary to meet UM’s
deployability requirement. Nevertheless, when a dedicated
server with more computing power and network bandwidth
is available, using it as the DM can improve the performance
and stability of data delivery. Servers are usually also more
stable and properly managed. While a normal host would
leave a group when applications running on it are no longer
interested in the group, a dedicated server can keep forwarding a group’s traffic until the last member of the group in
the local area network (LAN) leaves the group. This reduces
the number of DM changes and enhances the stability of the
forwarding service.
To set up a server on a LAN segment, it can be configured with an election priority higher than normal hosts’.
Servers do not actively participate in DM election, instead,
they passively monitor the group directory and all ASSERTION GROUPs. Upon seeing an ASSERTION message
from a host in the same LAN segment as the server, the
server sends out its own, higher-priority ASSERTION message. In this way, a server will always supersede normal
hosts in becoming a DM. A server ceases its role as DM for
a group on its LAN when it no longer detects IGMP packets for the group on the LAN.3 If no IP multicast router
exists in the LAN, the server could act as an IP multicast
router and send IGMP queries to solicit IGMP reports from
members.
While a server’s assumption of a DM role is based on
detecting other members on its LAN, its ASSERTION messages are sent to the whole island (which could contain multiple LAN segments). This design decision follows similar
motivation for allowing a host to cease being a DM for an island upon departure of all co-hosted applications interested
in a multicast group: we want to remove a disincentive LAN
administrators may have in hosting a UM server.
Since servers rely on IGMP messages to detect group
membership, it cannot subsume a DM from another LAN.
However, since a server’s ASSERTION message is sent islandwide, only one DM with the highest priority will be elected
for the whole island. On islands with multiple LAN segments, when there is no members in the LAN segment in
which a server resides, the server will not become a DM (or
will cease being a DM), and other members must elect a
DM among themselves. To reduce service disruption when
a server leaves a group, it can follow the same departure
protocol as normal DMs.
Backup servers can be similarly configured with a priority lower than that of the primary server’s, but higher than
normal hosts’. During DM election, backup servers automatically take over if the primary server does not send out
an ASSERTION message. If all servers are down, a normal
host will be elected to be the DM by the basic election algorithm. Thus the deployment of servers is totally transparent
to hosts and applications, except in performance improvement.4
3
As specified, IGMP messages are not propagated beyond a
single LAN [7].
4
One could imagine configuring a server to serve the whole
island instead of just its own LAN. However, since IGMP
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Figure 3: Single-DM model

3.2 Multiple Designated Members
The single-DM model works fine for small IP multicast
islands. For a large IP multicast island, this model can result
in potential performance problems such as long latency and
high traffic concentration. In this section, we discuss how
the multi-DM model can alleviate these problems by better
utilization of underlying network resources. We also discuss
how multiple DMs on an island must coordinate to avoid
conflicts with inter-island multicast routing.

3.2.1 Shortcomings of the single-DM model
When there is only one DM in an island, all the group
traffic coming into or going out of the island must be processed by the DM. This leads to two potential problems in
large IP multicast islands. For example, in Fig. 3, there are
six islands, each with a single DM. Assume the inter-island
routing protocol builds a shared-tree among these islands.
The ideal way to send a packet from island E to island A is
to let E1 send it to A5, and A5 multicast it within island A.
However, in Fig. 3, packets from E1 must detour through
A1 to enter island A. This results in longer delivery delay
for members in island A. If A5 is chosen as the DM, then
longer delay are incurred by packets coming from island B.
The size of the delay penalty depends on the size of the
island and the distribution of member hosts in the island.
When there are many group members scattered in a large island, with multiple inter-island tunnels to other islands, the
DM’s location will have significant impact on performance
(e.g., latency) of data delivery. It is difficult for a single DM
to deliver good performance to all members in an island.
The other problem is that the single DM becomes a point
of traffic concentration because it has to handle all the traffic coming in and out of the island. In a large island, other
members can likely reduce traffic concentration by using alternate paths. For example, in Fig. 3, A5 can take care of
the tunnel to E1, so that A1 only needs to handle three tunnels. Under the single-DM model, A1 and A5 cannot be DM
at the same time. Both problems of longer delay and higher
traffic concentration still exist if the inter-island topology in
Fig. 3 is a per-source tree. Thus these shortcomings are inherent to the single-DM model regardless of the inter-island
routing protocol used.
messages are not propagated beyond a single LAN segment, this configuration would require further extensions to
HGMP such that servers can determine the continuing interest of hosts on its island in any particular multicast group.
In any case, for large islands we believe the multiple-DM
model described in the next section will be more suitable.

A natural solution to the above problems is to allow each
island multiple DMs. In Fig. 4, island A has four DMs
and island F has two. A1, A2, A4 and A5 share the workload of packet forwarding as each maintains a unicast tunnel. Packets coming into or going out of island A now take
shorter paths than always having to detour through A1. The
multi-DM model thus solves the problems with the singleDM model. However, it has problems of its own, namely
how to elect multiple DMs per island and how to coordinate
inter-island multicast forwarding in the presence of multiple
DMs.
In the single-DM model, an ASSERTION message can
travel the full extent of an IP multicast island. The first
group member to send out an ASSERTION message thus
effectively suppresses all the other members from becoming a DM. To allow multiple DMs, we need to modify this
behavior in two aspects: (1) the assertion scope must be
allowed to be smaller than the data scope, and (2) overlap
of assertion scopes must be tolerated.
When assertion scope is smaller than data scope, members outside the scope of an ASSERTION message will not
hear the message, hence they will start electing a new DM
among themselves. This way, multiple DMs can be elected
automatically, each with an assertion coverage around its
network neighborhood. These DMs, however, share the
same island-wide data scope, which means a packet multicast by one DM will reach all group members. We describe
in the next two subsections how UM ensures no duplication
of intra-island packet forwarding.
The ideal way to set assertion scope is to let every DM
dynamically adjust its assertion scope, so that there is no
overlap between any two scopes and the entire island is covered. However, it is hard to achieve this goal by using IP
multicast scoping. When an overlap happens and one DM
wishes to give up the overlapped area, it is almost impossible to specify a new scope which is “the same as the old
one except for the overlapped areas.” Therefore we decide
to tolerate overlap of assertion scopes. The only overhead
will be redundant assertion messages in the overlapped areas. Currently a DM uses a pre-configured assertion scope
and does not adjust it to avoid overlap. How to choose an
assertion scope appropriate to a given network remains an
open issue.
When an assertion message is sent out, the value of the
packet’s initial TTL is carried in its payload. By comparing the initial TTL and the received TTL, a receiver can
estimate how many hops away a DM is. If a DM sees another DM which is very close by, it can cease to be a DM.
Conversely, if a host finds that its current DM is too far
away, it can become a new DM. In this way, even if a DM
is mis-configured with a very large assertion scope, it is still
possible to have multiple DMs elected.
Besides the election of multiple DMs, another issue in the
multi-DM model is to ensure that inter-island routing still
works. In the single-DM model, IP multicast is used only
at the last hop in data delivery. That is, packets forwarded
into an island will not be forwarded out of the island again.
In contrast, an island with multiple DMs has multiple entrance/exit points for packets. An island can also serve as
a transit island in the data delivery path. An island can
therefore no longer be viewed as a single point in inter-island
routing. If we let each individual DM operate independently
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Figure 4: Multi-DM Model
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Agent:
check the group directory;
if (G is NOT in the group directory) {
// becomes the Head DM
create DATA GROUP, DM GROUP
and ASSERTION GROUP;
announce G in the group directory;
send assertion message;
send keepalive message;
run inter-island routing protocol;
}
else {
join ASSERTION GROUP;
if (no assertion message is heard) {
// becomes a DM
send assertion message;
join DM GROUP;
take Head DM as parent;
run inter-island routing protocol;
}
// else just be a normal member
}

E1

D1

E2

F1
F3

Application:
Join DATA GROUP;

F2
F4

Figure 5: Multi-DM model with shared-tree interisland routing
as before, there will be duplicate packets and routing loops.
In Fig. 4, suppose A3 multicasts a packet. The packet will
use four exits, A1, A2, A4 and A5, to leave island A, as
intended. But when it reaches island F, F1 and F2 each
receives a copy, from D1 and E1 respectively. Both F1 and
F2 will multicast the packet onto island F. Members in island F now receive two copies of the same packet. When the
copy multicast by F2 reaches F1, F1 will forward it to D1,
resulting in a routing loop and more duplicates. Therefore,
multiple DMs within the same island should cooperate with
each other to ensure that a packet enters the island only once
and will be forwarded without forming a loop. We next look
at several solutions contingent upon the type of inter-island
routing protocol used.

3.2.3 Shared-Tree Inter-Island Routing
In protocols like BTP, HMTP, and Yoid a single tree structure is built among all nodes and shared by all data sources.
Multicast delivery is achieved by simply flooding the sharedtree. Though different protocols have different ways to construct the shared-tree, we are interested only in how to keep
such a protocol working when each node is a multi-DM island, regardless of any specific protocol detail.
Our approach is to organize the DMs of each island into
a two-level hierarchy, with one of the DMs serving as Head
DM, and all the others Tail DMs. Head DM runs the interisland end-host multicast protocol as usual to find its parent
DM in other islands. Tail DMs, on the other hand, must
always take the Head DM as their parent. In Fig. 5, A1 is
the Head DM of island A, A2, A4 and A5 are Tail DMs,
and B1 is the root of the inter-island shared-tree. From the
other islands’ point of view, island A has only one parent
(i.e., B1) and multiple children (i.e., C1, D1 and E1), just

Figure 6: Join Group G (Shared-tree Routing)

as in the single-DM case. In this way, the tree structure
is preserved going through a multi-DM island, and packet
forwarding does not result in a loop. Suppose B1 sends a
packet to A1. A1 will forward it to D1 through its unicast
tunnel, as well as send it to the DATA GROUP in island
A. A2 and A5 receive the IP multicast packet and forward
it to C1 and E1 respectively. There will be no routing loop
or packet duplication since all DMs form a shared-tree with
both UDP tunnels and IP multicast.
Deciding which of the multiple DMs in an island becomes
the Head DM requires coordination among the DMs, which
is done via another IP multicast group, DM GROUP. Initially, the first DM in an island becomes the Head DM
(Fig. 6). The Head DM periodically sends out a keepalive
message to the DM GROUP, advertising its existence. In
the presence of multiple DMs in an island, the Head DM
is dynamically elected, as follows. Every DM measures its
round-trip time (rtt) to the Head DM’s parent (i.e., B1 in
Fig. 5). The Head DM includes its rtt value in its keepalive
messages. If a Tail DM has a smaller rtt than that advertised by the Head DM, it assumes the role of Head DM by
sending its own keepalive message with the smaller rtt value.
The result is that the Head DM is always the DM with the
shortest rtt to the island’s parent. Suppose A4 in Fig. 5 is
the first member in island A to join the multicast group. It
assumes the role of Head DM for island A and adopts B1
as its parent in the inter-island end-host multicast protocol. When A1 joins the group later, it joins as a Tail DM.
Upon discovering that it is closer to B1 than A4, A1 will
replace A4 as the new Head DM. To avoid oscillation, we
introduce a hysteresis around the rtt values when changing
Head DMs. Note that it is not a DM’s responsibility to find
close-by children, instead each DM closest to the current
parent becomes the Head DM of an island. After missing
keepalive messages from the Head DM for several update
periods, each Tail DM will schedule transmission of its own
keepalive message, with a random delay. The first one to
transmit its keepalive message becomes the new Head DM.
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Figure 7: Multi-DM model with source-tree interisland routing
Agent:
check the group directory;
if (G is NOT in the group directory) {
// becomes the first DM
create DATA GROUP, DM GROUP
and ASSERTION GROUP;
get island number;
announce G in the group directory;
send assertion message;
run inter-island routing protocol;
advertise routing table;
}
else {
join ASSERTION GROUP;
if (no assertion message is heard) {
// becomes a DM
send assertion message;
join DM GROUP;
run inter-island routing protocol;
advertise routing table;
}
// else just be a normal member
}
Application:
Join DATA GROUP;

Figure 8: Join Group G (source-tree routing)

3.2.4 Source-Tree Inter-Island Routing
When the end-host protocol used for inter-island multicast
builds per-source tree instead of using a group-shared tree,
the resulting inter-island topology is not an acyclic graph.
Hence the above solution to construct an intra-island tree
does not apply. Packet forwarding on per-source multicast
topology depends on each node maintaining a routing table
containing shortest paths to all data sources. These tables
are exchanged between neighbors and packet forwarding is
done by reverse path forwarding (RPF) based on the routing
tables.
Under the single-DM model, each DM advertises its own
IP address in its route updates. When forwarding packets
to an island, the DM’s IP address is used by other nodes
to identify the island. We need a similar globally unique
identifier associated with each island in the multi-DM case.
Instead of each DM in an island advertising its own IP address in its routing table, they must all use this globally
unique identifier to identify the island. Under IP multicast, an island’s address prefix can be used as its globally
unique identifier. Under end-host multicast, however, each
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Figure 9: ARDP vs. Island Size (HMTP)

host usually does not know how large its island is, nor how
many address prefixes its island encompasses. Our solution
is to assign an island number per island. This number can
be assigned by the rendezvous host, for example; the only
requirement is that each island must have a unique identifier
amongst all islands that form a multicast group.
A DM includes its island number in the group advertisement sent to the local group directory. In this way, members
learn of the island’s number upon joining the group. The
island number is used in inter-island route updates to identify the island. For example, in Fig. 7, suppose the island
are assigned numbers A, B, C, D, E, and F. E1’s routing
table records the shortest path to island B as E-A-B, instead of E1-A5-A1-B1. DMs in an island use IP multicast
(DM GROUP) to exchange routing tables and updates. In
this way, for purposes of inter-island routing and packet forwarding, each island can be viewed as a single node represented by its island number. For example, in Fig. 7, when
A5 receives a multicast packet, it will forward it to E1 if
the source island is D, but will not forward it at all if the
source island is F. This problem and solution bear similarity
to inter-domain routing on the Internet using BGP (Border
Gateway Protocol), except that while iBGP (internal BGP)
uses unicast to exchange route updates, we utilize IP multicast.
There is one problem with the above solution. Reverse
Path Forwarding (RPF) relies on a packet’s source address in
its operation. Under end-host multicast, however, the source
address (source island number in this case) is carried in the
encapsulation header of tunneled UDP packets. When a DM
forwards a packet onto an island, the encapsulation header
must be stripped off and only the application payload is sent
onto the island. Without source island number, downstream
DMs will not be able to apply RPF when they receive the
multicast packet. One possible solution is to use IP option
to carry the source island number. Applications still receive
native IP multicast packets, but UM agents running in DMs
consult this option to extract the source island number for
RPF checking.

4. SIMULATION
We conducted simulations to evaluate the performance
gain of the multi-DM model over the single-DM model. We
use the Internet AS map [3] to represent the inter-domain
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Figure 10: ARDP vs. Island Size (Narada)
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Figure 11: Maximum Node Load vs. Island Size
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topology. In each simulation, several ASs are randomly chosen as multicast islands. Each island is then populated with
router network using the Waxman topology generator. Finally, host nodes are randomly attached to routers as multicast group members. The number of routers in an island
varies from 50 to 500, but is the same for all islands per simulation. The results presented here are from simulations of
100 islands with 20 group members in each island. For each
physical network link, we assign delay uniformly between
3-10ms. We have also run simulations with other settings,
obtaining qualitatively similar results.
Intra-island IP multicast routing assumed per-source shortest path tree similar to that used in DVMRP. For interisland routing, we simulated two protocols: HMTP for sharedtree routing and Narada for source-tree routing. In the
single-DM model, the DM is randomly selected from member hosts, with uniform probability. In the multi-DM mode,
half of the members in an island are randomly selected as
DMs, again with uniform probability.5
We use two metrics in our performance evaluation: Average Relative Delay Penalty (ARDP) and worst node load.
Relative Delay Penalty (RDP) is the ratio of multicast delay
to unicast delay between two nodes. ARDP is the average of
RDP over all host pairs. The load of a node is the number
of unicast tunnels it must support. For each simulation, we
take the average of 100 runs and plot each data point with
95% confidence interval.
Figs. 9 and 10 show that as the island size increases,
ARDPs under the single-DM case increases whereas those
under the multi-DM case actually decreases. We attribute
this to the increasing significance of intra-island latency as
the island size increases. The multi-DM model can factor
out large intra-island delays in inter-island latencies. This
is true for both inter-island routing protocols we have simulated. Figs. 11 and 12 show that while having multiple
DMs per island clearly reduces the maximum node load, for
the scenarios simulated the effect of island size on maximum
node load is not apparent.
We have implemented a prototype of the UM framework
and are evaluating its performance with existing applications.

5. SUMMARY
18
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In response to the slow deployment of IP multicast and the
urgent need of applications for multicast delivery, end-host
multicast protocols have been proposed to move multicast
functionality from routers to end hosts. As a basic service
common to most group communication applications, multicast may be best implemented as part of the network infrastructure, in terms of performance and scalability. However,
from the deployment point of view, the path of least resistance is to evolve from network edges toward network core.
Universal Multicast is designed to leverage both router-level
and end-host multicast paradigms to achieve a better trade-
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Figure 12: Maximum Node Load vs. Island Size
(Narada)

5
Clearly we do not expect half of an island’s population to
serve as DMs. Since in our simulations DM that are not very
well placed, performance-wise, will not be selected by the
end-host multicast protocol to be on the inter-island multicast tree, their existence does not affect the performance
metrics studied. It does mean, however, that the performance numbers reported correspond to cases in which we
can find well-placed hosts to serve as DMs. This is a topic
of our future work.

off between performance/scalability and deployability. Under this framework, a node in an end-host multicast tree
can be expanded to encompass an IP multicast island. The
system is fully distributed and self-organized, without requiring any multicast support from routers, servers, tunnelpoints, or operating systems. Nonetheless, the design will
take advantage of all available network and system support
for native multicast. In this paper, we propose a novel model
that utilizes multiple Designated Members per IP multicast
island in inter-island multicast routing. This model allows
us to reduce delivery latency and traffic concentration in
large islands. It is conceivable that the deployment of multicast service on the Internet will take several stages, from
pure end-host based to server/proxy supported, from LAN
IP multicast to intra-domain and inter-domain IP multicast, from MBGP/MSDP to MASC/BGMP etc. Universal
Multicast is not designed for a specific deployment stage,
but as a general framework within which applications can
be provided with ubiquitous IP multicast delivery immediately, giving network providers incentive to deploy native
multicast more widely.
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